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Abstract—Indoor tracking and navigation is a fundamental need for pervasive and context-aware smartphone applications. Although

indoor maps are becoming increasingly available, there is no practical and reliable indoor map matching solution available at present.

We present MapCraft, a novel, robust and responsive technique that is extremely computationally efficient (running in under 10 ms on

an Android smartphone), does not require training in different sites, and tracks well even when presented with very noisy sensor data.

Key to our approach is expressing the tracking problem as a conditional random field (CRF), a technique which has had great success

in areas such as natural language processing. Unlike directed graphical models like Hidden Markov Models, CRFs capture arbitrary

constraints that express how well observations support state transitions, given map constraints. In addition, we show how to further

improve tracking accuracy, by tuning the parameters of the motion sensing model using an unsupervised EM-style optimization

scheme. Extensive experiments in multiple sites show how MapCraft outperforms state-of-the art approaches, demonstrating excellent

tracking error and accurate reconstruction of tortuous trajectories with zero training effort. As proof of its robustness, we also

demonstrate how it is able to accurately track the position of a user from accelerometer and magnetometer measurements only (i.e.,

gyro- andWi-Fi-free). We believe that such an energy-efficient approach will enable always-on background localisation, enabling a new

era of location-aware applications to be developed.

Index Terms—Inertial, orientation tracking, map matching, conditional random fields

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

WHEREAS GPS is the de facto solution for outdoor posi-
tioning, no clear solution has as yet emerged for

indoor positioning despite intensive research and the com-
mercial significance. Applications of indoor positioning
include smart retail, navigation through large public spaces
like transport hubs, and assisted living. The ultimate objec-
tive of an indoor positioning system is to provide continu-
ous, reliable and accurate positioning on smartphone class
devices. We identify maps as the key to providing accurate
indoor location; this is a reasonable assumption given that
indoor mapping is a high priority for companies, such as
Google, Microsoft, Apple, Qualcomm, and so on. A map
can be viewed in the broadest sense as a spatial graph which
provides constraints. At the simplest level this takes the
form of a floor plan of a building. This constrains the allow-
able motion of a user—people cannot walk through walls
and can only enter a room through a door. Other maps
(meta-maps essentially) provide additional constraints or
features, such as the positions of access points (APs), radio
fingerprints, signal strength peaks or distorted geomagnetic
fields. Based on a time-series of observations, such as iner-
tial trajectories or RF scans, the goal is to reconcile the obser-
vations with the constraints provided by the maps in order
to estimate the most feasible trajectory of the user, i.e., the
sequence that violates the fewest constraints.

Existing map matching techniques, based on recursive
Bayesian filters, such as Hidden Markov Models (HMMs),
Kalman and particle filters, have been successfully applied
to the location estimation problem, but are limited in two
ways: First, they are computationally expensive, and are
thus typically delegated to the cloud to run. Not only does
this lead to lag and service unavailability in connection-
poor areas, it has the side-effect of leaking detailed sensor
data and precise location to a third party. Second, they typi-
cally require high fidelity sensor data to estimate accurate
trajectories, leading to power drain.

Motivated by these pressing problems, we present a
fresh approach to indoor positioning that is lightweight and
computationally efficient, but also robust to noisy data,
allowing it to provide always-on and real-time location
information to mobile device users. The goal of the pro-
posed approach is to achieve similar or better accuracy as
existing techniques, but with fewer computational, space
and sensor resources. Unlike existing techniques that model
the problem using directed graphical models, the proposed
MapCraft algorithm uses an undirected graphical model,
known as linear chain conditional random fields (CRFs).
The CRF model is particularly flexible and expressive,
allowing a single observation to be related with multiple
states and for multiple observations to inform a single state.
This allows us to capture correlations among observations
over time, and to express the extent to which observations
support not only states, but also state transitions.

In terms of performance, MapCraft is two to three orders
of magnitude more computationally efficient than compet-
ing techniques, running in <10 msec on an Android phone,
enabling real-time location computation online. The second
advantage of MapCraft is that it offers high location
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accuracy even when it uses ultra low power sensors (e.g.,
accelerometer and magnetometer), whereas existing
approaches rely heavily on power hungry sensors like fre-
quent Wi-Fi scans to monitor the local radio environment,
or gyroscopes running at high sampling rates to capture
turns and steps. Until recently, because of the dominant
cost of the main processor, deactivating these sensors had
little impact on overall power consumption. However, with
the advent of motion tracking devices, we see a clear trend
of low power digital motion processors (DMPs), e.g., Inven-
Sense MPU-6000/MPU-6050, able to task and process iner-
tial data in bursts, while the system processor remains in a
low-power sleep mode. In this new regime, the dominant
cost will not come from the processor, but from the power
hungry sensors, such as Wi-Fi and gyroscope. Another rea-
son for gyro-free motion sensing is the anticipated growth
of the wearable device market, in which many ultra low
power chips (e.g., KMX61 and LSM303C) are not equipped
with gyroscopes. Thus, algorithms that can afford not to use
these sensors are key to offering an always-on positioning
service for a large range of low power devices. In summary,
this paper’s key contributions are

� Lightweight map-matching: The proposed MapCraft
technique enables computationally efficient, real-
time map-matching using sensor data from multiple
sources and a floor plan.

� Robust and accurate indoor tracking with noisy tra-
jectories: We demonstrate excellent performance
even in the presence of bias, noise and distortions.
As an extreme case, we show accurate tracking can
be obtained from gyro-free dead reckoning.

� Unsupervised parameter learning: Crucial parame-
ters of the motion sensing model are learned in an
unsupervised manner. Zero user effort is required to
make the tracking system work in a new environ-
ment as long as the map is available.

� Extensive real-world validation: We achieve high
tracking accuracy in multiple environments (office,
museum, market). MapCraft outperforms existing
map matching techniques even without training.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 outlines the system architecture and Section 3
overviews existing techniques. Section 4 introduces the CRF
model and Section 5 proposes MapCraft, a map matching
solution that uses CRFs for indoor tracking. Section 6 esti-
mates crucial parameters in MapCraft with an unsupervised
learning approach. Section 7 extensively evaluates Map-
Craft in three indoor settings, and compares it with compet-
ing techniques. Section 8 concludes the paper and discusses
ideas for future work.

2 SYSTEM MODEL

The system architecture is shown graphically in Fig. 1,
and is described through the use of an example. When a
user enters a building and launches the tracking applica-
tion, the application requests a floor plan (along with
other meta-data as generated by other systems, which
could include fingerprint maps) from the server, if not
already within the cache. Note that this is the only time

that a user needs to reveal any data about their coarse
position to a third party. Sensors on the user’s phone col-
lect data about the motion and (radio) environment.
Motion sensors can include accelerometers, magneto-
meters and gyroscopes. Radio sensors can include Wi-Fi,
Bluetooth (low energy), FM radio and so forth. Other sen-
sors can also be used such as acoustic or vision. Raw sen-
sor data is typically not immediately usable and needs to
be processed. In the case of motion data, this could
include dead reckoning trajectories based on counting
steps and estimating heading, or using full IMU tracking
in the case of foot mounted sensors. For RF data, a chan-
nel/propagation model can be used to relate RSS to
physical distances. Alternatively, raw signal strengths
may be directly forwarded to the CRF model, to be later
combined with RF fingerprint map data if available.

Maps and observations are combined using condi-
tional random fields, an undirected graphical model
described in Section 4. The CRF model is particularly
well suited to this sequential problem because it allows
us to flexibly define feature functions that capture the
extent to which observations support states and state
transitions, given map constraints. As a user moves
through the building, certain paths become unlikely,
as they violate map constraints. The Viterbi algorithm is
used to efficiently find the most likely sequence of states
through the transition graph, culminating in an estimate
of the user’s location and quality thereof. Meanwhile,
model parameters like step length and heading bias can
be learned from the undirected graphical models using
unsupervised EM-style optimization. The learned param-
eters are then fed into the preprocessing to correct
the sensor errors/biases to form a robust long-term track-
ing system.

Fig. 1. System architecture.
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3 BACKGROUND

Before presenting our novel approach, we will first position
our work in the context of the literature. We focus on techni-
ques that make use of widely available infrastructure, such
as inertial sensors embedded in mobile devices and wireless
access points in buildings, which we divide into three clas-
ses: 1) motion sensing techniques that use magnetometer,
accelerometer and gyroscope data; 2) RSS-based techniques
that make use of received signal strength readings from
wireless Access Points, and 3) Bayesian fusion of inertial
and RSS sensor data.

3.1 Motion Sensing

Motion sensing involves fusing data generated by inertial
measuring units (IMUs) to compute the user trajectory rela-
tive to her initial position. Some techniques assume that
IMUs are mounted on the foot of the person [11], [15], [37],
whereas others obtain data from IMUs embedded in con-
sumer electronic devices, such as smartphones [31].

Inertial motion sensing is performed by iteratively
repeating the following three tasks:

Motion Mode Recognition which uses accelerometer and
gyroscope data to distinguish between different modes of
movement (e.g., static, walking and hand texting, walking
with phone in a bag, etc.) [31].

Orientation Tracking which uses magnetometer, acceler-
ometer and, optionally, gyroscope data (we utilize
unscented kalman filter (UKF) to fuse these data in this
study) to estimate the device orientation [14], [30].

Step Length Estimation which uses accelerometer to detect
the step frequency (denoted with ft at time t) which is later
used to estimate step length lt as

lt ¼ hðaft þ bÞ þ g; (1)

where h is the pedestrian height, a is the step frequency
coefficient, b is the step constant given pedestrian height,
and g is the step constant. A similar model can be found
in [25].

Orientation tracking and step length estimation are per-
formed only when the estimated motion mode is not static,
i.e., the user has moved from her initial position. The last
two tasks iteratively extend the trajectory by detecting a
step, and extending the trajectory by the estimated length of
that step, along the estimated orientation.

Challenges in motion sensing. Practical challenges in
motion sensing, such as the sensitivity to phone position
and the variability in user walking profiles, are explored in
[20]. In cooperative scenarios, accuracy can further be
improved by fusing inertial data with user encounter infor-
mation [9], [32]. A major challenge with motion sensing is
dealing with orientation errors due to magnetic field distor-
tions and sensor biases. This problem will be exacerbated
when trying to infer orientation without the gyroscope,
which will be increasingly power-efficient with the advent
of digital motion processors (Fig. 2). Even with the aid of
gyroscope, the initial heading can only be obtained from the
magnetometer. Errors due to building effects cause initial
heading bias which is compensated by initial heading bias
learning techniques discussed in Section 6.2.

Another challenge is the cumulated error from the inac-
curate step length estimation. The step length estimation
model in (1) is very inaccurate for handheld devices because
the acceleration signal captured with handheld devices is a
mixture from the movement of the feet, the body, and the
hand, which makes it difficult to build a simple model to
estimate the step length. In addition, it is nearly impossible
for one model to capture unique signal features of different
individuals. Therefore, it is necessary that we have unsuper-
vised online learning techniques to fine tune the step length
parameters so as to improve the step length estimation
accuracy, as discussed in Section 6.1 in detail.

3.2 RSS-Based Localisation

RSS-based fingerprinting is another popular method due to
the wide availability of wireless APs, and the cost benefits
of not having to install and maintain special-purpose infra-
structure. Existing techniques, such as Radar [3], PlaceLab
[19] and Horus [41], typically involve a training phase, in
which a building is surveyed and the signal strengths
received at each location from the various APs are recorded
in a radio map. Once a map is available, people can use it to
determine their own location by comparing the signal
strengths that they receive from APs with those in the map.
Further techniques have been developed to deal with het-
erogeneous wireless clients [16] or to exploit additional fea-
tures of the environment, e.g., FM signals [6], sound, light
and color [2], [38]. The main disadvantage of these methods
is that they require labour intensive surveying of the envi-
ronment to generate radio maps. To address this problem,
there have been a number of simultaneous localisation and
mapping efforts recently that aim to automatically build the
radio map, by fusing RSS with motion sensor data, as dis-
cussed in the next section.

3.3 Bayesian Fusion of Motion and RSS Data

Existing fusion algorithms, such as Hidden Markov Models,
Kalman and Particle Filters, are typically based on Bayesian
estimation. They represent the conditional dependence
structure between observation and state variables using
directed graphical models (top of Fig. 3). It is often assumed
that the sensor measurements are conditionally indepen-
dent of each other given the state. This is the basis of the
Naive Bayes model (top left of Fig. 3). The extension of this
model to a sequence of states linked through transition
probabilities leads to recursive Bayesian models, such as
HMMs (top center of Fig. 3). The joint probability

Fig. 2. The power consumption gap between gyro-free and gyro-aided
systems will increase with the emergence of digital motion processors
(assuming 1000 mAh battery, gyro-free current of 0.5 mA and gyro-
aided 4.3 mA).
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distribution between all state and observation variables is
decomposed into a product of conditional distributions (top
right of Fig. 3)

pðS0:T ; Z0:T Þ ¼ pðS0ÞpðZ0jS0Þ
YT
i¼1

½pðSijSi�1ÞpðZijSiÞ�; (2)

where S0; . . . ; ST are the variables representing the real
states of a system (e.g., the locations of a person) over a time
horizon 0; . . . ; T , and Z0; . . . ; ZT are the observation varia-
bles over the same time period.

The problem of indoor localisation is either cast as a fil-
tering problem, or as a smoothing problem if the user can
tolerate some delay, or as the inference problem of finding
the most likely trajectory S0:T given observations Z0:T .

Hidden Markov Models are a special class of a recursive
Bayesian model where state variables are discrete, and the
transition model pðSijSi�1Þ is a matrix. HMMs have been
widely used for map matching and location estimation,
both outdoors using road maps [12], [21], [33] as well as
indoors [28], [36], and they come in two flavours: one is the
first order HMM where states represent user locations. An
alternative is to model the transitions between pairs of loca-
tions as the state itself, an equivalent second order HMM. A
limitation of both models is that they do not take into
account correlations between nearby inertial observations,
for example correlated magnetometer bias due to the metal
disturbances in the earth’s magnetic field. Section 7 shows
how this limitation impacts the accuracy of first-order [28],
[33] and second-order HMM algorithms [12].

Kalman filters. An alternative approach is to consider the
location of a user as a continuous variable and resort to a Kal-
man Filter variant, e.g., Extended or unscented kalman filter
(e.g., [5]). Kalman filters have also been widely used in out-
door environments to fuse inertial trajectories and GPS read-
ings with map information [22]. Sensor fusion is typically
performed in two steps. First, the Kalman Filter estimates the
position of a moving node after taking into account its previ-
ous position and the inertial sensor data. Then, RSS data are
used to update the node’s position, abiding by map con-
straints. Similar to first order HMMs, Kalman Filters are
effective when radio signal strengths are periodically sam-
pled from various access points, and fusedwith inertial data;
however, their performance deteriorates when we solely
make use of inertial sensors and the building’s floor plan.

Particle filters. Another common technique for perform-
ing online map matching is to use a particle filter [1], [4],
[20], [24], [37]. The key idea of particle filters is to approxi-
mate the distribution pðSt�1jZ1; . . . ; Zt�1Þ by a set of par-
ticles. In each round, these are first moved according to the
transition model, their weights are then updated according
to the observation model, and particles are then re-sampled
according to their weights. The likelihood of each trajectory
being correct is calculated and trajectories which are
unlikely or impossible (for example, crossing a wall) are
culled. Locations which are more likely act as seeds for the
next iteration of the algorithm, through a resampling step.
Over time, the particles typically converge to the most likely
position of the user. One of the major issues of the particle
filter is the computation time, as a large number of particles
are typically required to ensure good estimation of the con-
tinuous probability distribution, especially when dealing
with noisy inertial data and large maps. Section 7 shows
that our particle filter implementation (inspired by [24])
often fails to converge when using gyro-free dead reckoned
data due to errors in orientation estimates. When it uses the
full suite of IMU data and Wi-Fi, it converges but at a much
higher cost.

Wi-Fi SLAM. Other approaches such as Wi-Fi-based
SLAM fuse RSS and motion sensor data to simultaneously
build a map of the environment and locate the user within
this map [10], [26], [27]. Recently, [40] proposed a SLAM
approach that does not exploit the full power of dead reck-
oning but only measures walking steps. SLAM approaches
can be seen as orthogonal to our work: first, we assume that
basic maps, i.e., floor plans, are available and there is no
need to discover them; second, we view SLAM techniques
as map generators providing optional input to our map
matching algorithm, e.g., radio fingerprint maps [10], or
organic landmark maps [29], [35]. Once floor plans (and
optionally radio maps) are available, our focus is on design-
ing sensor fusion techniques that make the best possible use
of sensor data and maps in a way that is both lightweight
and robust.

In summary, existing end-to-end smartphone-based
indoor positioning solutions fall into two categories: RF cat-
egory where only Wi-Fi/BLE are used and fusion category
where inertial data and Wi-Fi/BLE data are fused to per-
form positioning. Typical examples in the RF category are
Horus [41], Radar [3], EZ [7], and SCPL [39]. The state-of-

Fig. 3. Directed generative graphical models (top) versus undirected discriminative models (bottom).
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the-art algorithms in the fusion category are Zee [24], UnLoc
[35], Wi-fiSLAM [13], and the algorithm in [20]. These
approaches require either labor intensive site survey or
intensive computation to yield good accuracy. In this paper,
we propose a novel approach to resource-efficient localisa-
tion based on conditional random fields.

4 CONDITIONAL RANDOM FIELDS

CRFs are undirected probabilistic graphical models intro-
duced by Lafferty et al. [18]. They have been successfully
applied to a number of tasks in computer vision (e.g.,
classifying regions of an image), bioinformatics (e.g., seg-
menting genes in a strand of DNA), and natural language
processing (e.g., extracting syntax from natural-language
text). In the context of indoor localization, they have only
been used for subtasks of localization like motion recog-
nition [23]. In all of these applications, the input is a vec-
tor of observations Z ¼ fZ0; . . . ; ZTg, and the task is to
predict a vector of latent variables S ¼ fS0; . . . ; STg given
input Z.

Maximum entropy model (MEM). In order to introduce
CRFs, we must first introduce the maximum entropy model.
A chain CRF is an extension of MEM for state sequences,
in the same way that a HMM extends a naive Bayes
model, as illustrated in Fig. 3. The maximum entropy
model assumes that given incomplete knowledge of the
probability distribution pðS0jZ0Þ, the only unbiased esti-
mate is a distribution that is as uniform as possible given
training data (consisting of several ðZ0; S0Þ values). This
implies finding the model that has the largest possible
conditional entropy

p�ðS0jZ0Þ ¼ argmax
pðS0jZ0Þ2P

HðS0jZ0Þ; (3)

where P is the set of all models consistent with the training
material. To explain the meaning of consistency, let’s con-
sider a set of m features f1; . . . ; fm, each one of which is a
function of observation and state variables. A model is con-
sistent with the training material when the expected value
of each feature in the empirical distribution (training data-
set) is equal to its expected value in the model’s distribution.
Each feature thus introduces a constraint, and finding
p�ðS0jZ0Þ becomes a constrained optimisation problem. For
each constraint a Lagrange multiplier �i is introduced; the
optimal solution in the maximum entropy sense is log linear
[17], [18]

p��ðS0jZ0Þ / exp
Xm
i¼1

�i � fiðS0; Z0Þ
 !

: (4)

The conditional probability distribution of states given
observations is thus proportional to the exponentiated sum
of weighted features.

Linear Chain Conditional Random Fields can be viewed as
the sequence version of maximum entropy models, in the
same way that HMMs is an extension of the naive Bayes
classifier model. In linear chain CRFs, the conditional proba-
bility of states given observations is proportional to the
product of potential functions that link observations to

consecutive states, as expressed in the equation below and
shown in Fig. 3 (bottom right)

p��ðSjZÞ /
YT
j¼1

CðSj�1; Sj; Z; jÞ; (5)

where j denotes the position in the observation sequence,
and C are potential functions. A potential function is com-
posed of multiple feature functions fi, each of which reflects
in a different way how well the two states Sj�1 and Sj are
supported by the observations Z

CjðSj�1; Sj; Z; jÞ ¼ exp
Xm
i¼1

�i � fiðSj�1; Sj; Z; jÞ
 !

: (6)

Differences between HMMs and CRFs. HMMs are directed
generative graphical models: they are trained to maximize
the joint probability distribution of observation and state
variables, which they compute as a product of state priors
and conditional probabilities of observations given states
(top right of Fig. 3). In contrast to HMMs, CRFs are undi-
rected discriminative models: they are trained to directly
maximise the conditional probability of state variables
given observation variables, which they compute as a prod-
uct of potential functions (bottom right of Fig. 3). Thus,
unlike HMMs, in CRFs there is no need to model the exact
conditional probability distributions of observations given
states (or state transitions). Instead one only has to define
feature functions, as discussed in Section 5.2.

Furthermore, as shown in the CRF factor graph (bottom
right of Fig. 3), the power of CRFs over HMMs lies in how
they link observations to each other and to states. CRFs are
able to model both: 1) how observations relate to individual
states, as well as 2) how they relate to transitions between
states. This is very convenient for tracking systems that make
use of inertial sensor data, which naturally depend on the
transition between two locations rather than on a single loca-
tion. Using inertial observations in a HMMwould complicate
things by either having to use an input-output first order
HMM, where transition probabilities depend on inertial data,
or having to model the problem as a second-order HMM,
where a state represents a transition between locations.

In HMMs observations at a given timestamp are typically
considered independent of each other given the state (naive
Bayes assumption), whereas in CRFs, it is possible to define
features that capture these dependencies. In addition, in
HMMs, observations generated at a given step only depend
on that step’s state. In CRFs, we are flexible to define fea-
tures that link an entire chain of observations (of arbitrary
length) with a state or a state transition. This is useful when
nearby observations are perturbated with correlated errors,
e.g., when a local distortion of the magnetic field affects sev-
eral consecutive heading observations. It is further useful
when using RSS landmarks for tracking; for instance, sev-
eral RSS observations must be received after time t before
deciding if the observation at time t is a peak value.

Finally, in CRFs, it is possible to define more than one
feature function that captures the dependency between a
sub-chain of observations and a state (or state transition).
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New feature functions can be used to accommodate new
sensing modalities in a natural way.

5 MAP MATCHING USING CRFS

We are now in a position to describe our algorithm, called
MapCraft, which makes use of linear chain CRFs to track
people in indoor environments.1 MapCraft involves four
distinct steps: 1) Map pre-processing; 2) Definition of states
and feature functions; 3) Training to determine feature
weights; and 4) Inference to estimate location over time. The
first three steps are performed once for each building by
either a mobile phone or a service in the cloud.. The fourth
step is performed online on the user’s smartphone to track
themselves.

5.1 Map Pre-Processing

This step takes a floor plan as input, and produces a graph
that 1) encodes a set of discrete states (locations), and 2) rep-
resents physical constraints between discrete states imposed
by the map. This information will then be fed to the second
step, to help us define the CRF’s states and feature func-
tions. In our implementation, such information is obtained
from maps in various image formats. The main task is to
extract edges from the image needed to perform map struc-
ture recognition or reconstruction, using standard edge
detection algorithms. Note that indoor maps are typically
cleaner than big Google maps, which makes the extraction
quite simple. Standard edge detection algorithms, including
simple ones that use pixel grey scale detection, could
accomplish this goal. We can then use a connectivity test to
find out the reachable regions in the map. A graph is built
on the reachable region of the map. We first divide the map
into identical squares with edge length e2. The size of e
impacts both the position accuracy and the computational
cost of the map matching algorithm. On the one hand, the
larger the edge length the coarser the achievable position
accuracy. In addition, to have connected vertices in narrow
corridors, the edge length should not exceed the width of
corridors connecting different parts of the building. On the
other hand, as we decrease the edge length, we increase the
computational cost of the map matching algorithm, which
is quadratic on the number of vertices and bi-quadratic on
the number of edges. On balance, a suitable choice of e in
our system is the width of the narrowest corridor in most
buildings, e.g., 0.8 m. The accuracy benefits of more fine-
grained maps were observed to be negligible compared to
the additional computational cost that they incurred.

The neighbours of a target vertex are vertices which have
a common geographical border with the target vertex and
pass the connectivity test as well. The removal of unreach-
able vertices is important to the system performance,
because there is typically a large number of vertices in the
map that cannot be reached from the legal region. The pro-
cess of map generation and graph construction only hap-
pens once when a new map is used in the system.

5.2 Definition of States and Feature Functions

The output of the previous step directly allows us to define
the state space of the CRF, as the set of discrete locations
encoded in the vertices of the generated graph. We are now
in a position to introduce the set of feature functions used
by MapCraft. Recall that a feature function fi defines the
degree to which observations Z support our belief about
two consecutive states (St�1 and St); the stronger the sup-
port, the higher the value of the feature function fiðSt�1;
St; ZÞ. Note that in CRFs, we are free to use any subset of
observations, generated at a single or multiple time steps,
though in most cases, the observations that matter are those
temporally close to time t. In what follows, we specify for
each feature the subset of observations that it uses, and how
it relates them to state transitions or, in some cases, to indi-
vidual states.

The first feature in our system expresses the extent to
which an inertial measurement Zin

t supports the transition
between states St�1 and St

f1
�
St�1; St; Z

in
t

� ¼ IðSt�1; StÞ
� �fu

1

�
St�1; St; Z

u
t

�þ fl
1

�
St�1; St; Z

l
t

��
;

(7)

where IðSt�1; StÞ is an indicator function equal to 1 when
states St�1 and St are connected and 0 otherwise. The iner-

tial observation Zin
t has two components: the measured

length Zl
t and angle (heading) Zu

t of displacement, which

are assumed to be independent. fu1 and fl
1 are the functions

to relate the angle and length to the underlying graph,

respectively. The function fu
1 is given as

fu1
�
St�1; St; Z

u
t

� ¼ ln
1

su

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p

p �
�
Zu
t � uðSt�1; StÞ

�2
2s2

u

; (8)

where uðSt�1; StÞ is the orientation of the edge between

states St�1 and St, and s2
u is the heading variance of the

observation Zu
t . The feature function fl

1 is defined likewise.
The purpose of the second feature is to handle correla-

tions in heading errors in a recent time window. It does so
by measuring how well a corrected inertial measurement

Zin
t ðûÞ, derived by rotating Zin

t by angle û, supports the tran-
sition between states St�1 and St:

f2ðSt�1; St; Z0:tÞ ¼ f1
�
St�1; St; Z

in
t ðûÞ

�
; (9)

The rotation angle û is estimated as the average heading
difference between the estimated and measured headings
from time stamp t� w to t, where w is a window size
parameter. The estimated headings are based on MLE
state estimates generated by MapCraft’s inference step
(Section 5.4). More specifically

û ¼
Xw
i¼1

Q
�
SMLE
t�i � SMLE

t�i�1; Z
u
t�i

�
=w; (10)

where Q represents the angle between two vectors, and

SMLE
t is the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) of the state

at time t taking into account all measurement from 0 to t.
MLE state estimates are computed efficiently using the
Viterbi algorithm as explained in Section 5.4.

1. Since we assume that a floor plan (and optionally a radio map) is
readily available, we interchangeably refer to the tracking problem as
the map matching problem. Note however that CRFs as such do not
require the presence of a map; they could be used to infer location with-
out a map, using as input location sensor data from various modalities.
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The third feature function is optional, and it takes into
account the signal strength observations in conjunction with
a radio fingerprint map, if it is available in a building.
Unlike the previous two feature functions, that constrain
state transitions, this feature constraints individual states

f3ðSt; Z
RSS
t Þ ¼ �ðSt � mtmtÞT ðStÞ�1ðSt � mtmtÞ; (11)

in which the observation ZRSS
t is the estimated mean mmt and

covariance St of current position given RSS fingerprint data.
This feature measures the negative squared Mahalanobis
distance between the state and the RSS-based position
estimate.

The CRF model used by MapCraft combines the three
features above into a potential function CjðSj�1; Sj; Z; jÞ,
which is computed as the exponentiated function of their
weighted sum as shown in 6. The way that weights �i are
determined is explained in the next section (Training step).
However, as we will show in Section 7, in typical indoor
environments, the training step is not strictly required, as
using equal weights typically yields comparable location
accuracy to that obtained after careful weight training.
Hence, in practice the following training step can be
skipped and equal weights can be assigned to the three fea-
tures above.

The power of the CRFmodel is that it does not constrain us
to only use the features above. Depending on the sensor data
available and the maps available, it might be useful to extend
the list of features. For example, suppose that we are in pos-
session of a radio map, denoted with PeakPointInMapðStÞ,
that contains the locations where the RSSI from an access
point takes a local peak value (e.g., provided by [29]). We
could then define a fourth feature as follows:

f4ðSt; Zt�w:tþwÞ ¼
1; if Zt ¼ maxðZt�w:tþwÞ

and PeakPointInMapðStÞ;
0; otherwise:

8<
: (12)

In case the building is equipped with cameras or other
sensors, additional features could be added to easily incor-
porate visual and other sensor data. Since the computational
complexity of CRFs is sub-quadratic with respect to the
number of features [8], MapCraft can still work well and
fast even if we double/triple the number of features. In gen-
eral, CRFs provide a flexible model where a number of dif-
ferent observations can be fused into the model. Recall that
since we use a CRF model, we do not need know the exact
observation probabilities given states, and need not restrict
ourselves to assuming conditional independence of obser-
vations given state. Finally we are free to associate a state at
a particular time step (or a state transition) with observa-
tions that go beyond this time step.

5.3 Training to Determine Feature Weights

In many scenarios where CRFs are applied, the freedom of
being able to define a number of different features comes at
the cost of needing to estimate their weights. This step
requires training material T , which consists of one or more
true trajectories, paired with respective sequences of sensor
observations. Training the CRFs to estimate weights is

performed by maximising the log-likelihood on the training
material T , i.e., the log of the conditional probability of
states given observations

L�ðT Þ ¼
X

ððS;ZÞ2T Þ
log p��ðSjZÞ: (13)

By taking the partial derivative of the log likelihood func-
tion with respect to each feature �j and setting it to 0, we get
the maximum entropy model constraint

ET ðfiÞ � EðfiÞ ¼ 0 (14)

that is, the expected value of the ith feature under the
empirical distribution ET ðfiÞ is equal to its expected value
under the model distribution EðfiÞ, where the two expected
values are

ET ðfiÞ ¼
X

ðS;ZÞ2T

XT
j¼1

fiðSj�1; Sj; Z; jÞ (15)

EðfiÞ ¼
X

ðS;ZÞ2T

X
S02StateSeq

XT
j¼1

fiðS0
j�1; S

0
j; Z; jÞ: (16)

Setting the gradient to zero does not always give us an
analytical solution for the weights �i. This requires resorting
to iterative methods, such as iterative scaling or gradient-
based methods. Independent of the method used, one needs
to be able to compute EðfiÞ and ET ðfiÞ efficiently. This is
easily done for ET ðfiÞ, since all we have to do is go over
each training sequence, sum up the weighted sum of feature
functions over all time steps, and sum up the result for all
training sequences.

Computing EðfiÞ, however, is slightly more complicated
and requires the use of a dynamic programming approach,
known as the Forward-Backward algorithm, similar to the
one typically used for Hidden Markov Models. The details
of how this algorithm is applied to CRFs can be found in
[17]. The time complexity of the Forward-Backward algo-

rithm is OðjSj2T Þ, where T is the length of the sequence and
jSj is the number of discrete states.

The goal of the training is to tune the feature weights �i in
Eq. (6) in order to make the features best support the training
data. The weight actually reflects how much we trust the
corresponding feature. For instance, if we set a large weight,

e.g., 5, for feature f1ðSt�1; St; Z
in
t Þ, we can see from Eq. (8)

that it is equivalent to decreasing the length variance s2
l and

angle variance s2
u , which means we consider the length and

angle measurements to be more accurate than indicated by
their variances (in Eq. (8)). Therefore, it is not necessary to
tune the weights from training data if the variances of meas-
urements are estimated accurately.

It is also worth noting that large feature weights should
be avoided, because they amplify slight differences in the
feature values of two tracking solutions into significant dif-
ferences in the potential function c, due to the exponential
function in Eq. (6). We suggest that all feature weights
should be chosen from ½0:5; 2�, which works well in all our
experiments in different environments. It is also
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demonstrated in Section 7 with our empirical results from
three different indoor environments that the training step
only has slight impact (< 10%) on localisation accuracy. The
default setting of weights equal to 1 for all features yields
similar performance to weights derived from training.
Hence, in practice we do not need training material (ground
truth trajectories); we can directly proceed to the location
inference step described below.

5.4 Inference to Estimate Location over Time

The final step is finding the most likely sequence of hidden
states, i.e., the most likely trajectory SS�. This requires solv-
ing the following optimisation problem:

SS� ¼ argmax
SS

pðSSjZZÞ: (17)

The Viterbi algorithm, a dynamic programming algo-
rithm, offers an iterative solution. The Viterbi algorithm is
often used for error correction in convolutional coding and
is computationally efficient with a worst case time complex-
ity of OðjSj2T Þ, where T is the length of the trajectory in
steps and jSj the number of states. It is similar to the For-
ward-Backward algorithm used in each learning iteration,
with the subtle difference that it applies a maximisation
instead of a summing operation in each induction step.
More specifically, in each step, it evaluates the highest score
djðsÞ along a path at position j that ends in each possible
value s for state Sj, as follows, and gradually fills a lattice
with these values

djðsjZÞ ¼ max
s02S

dj�1ðs0ÞCjðs0; s; Z; jÞ: (18)

In the case of on line real-time tracking, the most recently
filled column of the lattice, which represents a discrete dis-
tribution pðSijZ1:iÞ is normalised and converted into a 2D
Gaussian distribution and displayed on the user’s map. If
MapCraft is extended to employ features that use a few
observations after the current step (e.g., feature f4), a slight
delay will be introduced in displaying a user’s location. In
the case of delay tolerant off line tracking, it is possible to
wait until the location accuracy is high before performing
the path backtracking step of the Viterbi algorithm, and
computing the optimal path form the lattice. As an alterna-
tive, we can combine the online and offline approaches
above and refresh the users map to show at each step the
most up-to-date previous and current location estimates.
Then the accuracy of the position estimate is determined by
the 2s or 3s rule.

6 PARAMETER LEARNING

The accuracy of MapCraft, the proposed CRF-based algo-
rithm for indoor tracking, does not only depend on the
design of feature functions and the weights used to com-
bine them. It also very much depends on the quality of
observations that it takes as input. In this section, we
focus on motion observations. We propose an unsuper-
vised approach to tuning the parameters of the motion
sensing algorithm (discussed in Section 3.1), including
the step length parameters (a, b, and g in (1)), the

heading estimation parameters especially the initial head-
ing bias, and the feature weights which we have
discussed in Section 5.3. To make the tracking
system practical, we develop unsupervised learning tech-
niques discussed below to estimate the aforementioned
parameters.

6.1 Step Length Parameter Learning

To make the step length parameter learning simple and effi-
cient, we only learn the step constant g in (1) for different
individuals because 1) the average step length plays a cru-
cial role in the tracking accuracy; and 2) the parameters a

and b are very similar for different individuals in our
experiments.

Conceptually, the parameter learning could be done with
a series of observations (including both the step frequency
ft and heading) given the map constraints because there is
only one state sequence that can best support the observa-
tions if the observation sequence is sufficiently unique in
the given map.

Therefore, the key idea of the step length parameter
learning is that only when the estimated step length is
the same as (or very close to) the real step length can we
get the maximum conditional probability of the state
sequence given the observation. Therefore, the step
constant learning actually becomes the following
optimization problem:

g� ¼ argmax
g

ln pðSSjZZÞ; (19)

where g is the step constant in (1).
However, the feature functions shown in Section 5.2

cannot be used in the parameter learning process. We
take the first feature function in (7) as an example to
explain this in detail. In essence, this feature function is
the product of the probability of the estimated step
length given the graph edge length pðZl

tjSt�1; StÞ and the
probability of the estimated heading given the heading of

the map graph edges pðZu
t jSt�1; StÞ. The log-likelihood in

(19) is maximized when the estimated step length is the

same as the graph edge length because the item pðZl
tj

St�1; StÞ keeps the maximum for each state transition dur-

ing the whole state sequence while the item pðZu
t jSt�1; StÞ

is not significantly affected.
As a result, we must change the feature functions for the

step constant learning. The essence of the step length
parameter estimation is to find a g that best supports the
heading observations given the underlying graph of the
map. To find this optimum g, we start with an initial g and
equally divide the whole training trajectory into segments
with the same length as the edge of the graph. Then a new
feature function taking only the heading observation into
account is defined as

ft
�
St�1; St; Z

u
t

� ¼ N �Zu
t ; uðSt�1; StÞ; s2

u

�
; (20)

where Zu
t is the heading observation at time t, uðSt�1; StÞ is

the orientation of the edge from state St�1 to state St, and s2
u

is the heading observation variance.
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To solve the optimization problem in (19), we first con-
sider the (soft) conditional EM approaches which optimize
the model parameters in two steps

E-step : pðSSÞi ¼ argmax
SS

pðSSjZZ; gi�1Þ;

M-step : gi ¼ argmax
g

EpðSSÞi ln pðSSjZZÞ; g½ �; (21)

where � is the parameter to be estimated and the super-
script i indicates the current iteration step.

Unfortunately the (soft) EM approach in (21) does not fit
our model formulation. It is apparent that the expectation in
the M-step can only be evaluated when the state space from
the E-step pðSSÞi remains the same during the optimization

process. However, the goal of the M-step is to find a gi that

maximizes the log-likelihood. Therefore, gi experiences
many different values during the optimization process in
the M-step. From our training model formulation described
above, different g lead to training sequences of different
lengths and thereby different state spaces for the state
sequence SS. This contradicts the condition that the state
space must remain the same for the expectation maximiza-
tion and thus the algorithm fails.

Fortunately, it is justified in [34] that the most likely
value of the state sequences given the model and the
observed data, which is the result of the inference step,
also maximizes the conditional likelihood. Therefore, by
replacing the probability distribution in (21) with maxi-
mization, we transform the (soft) conditional EM to hard
conditional EM, also known as Viterbi training. Then the
hard EM is the process of iterating over the following
two steps:

E-step : SSi ¼ argmax
SS

pðSSjZZ; ��i�1Þ;

M-step : ��i ¼ argmax
��

ln pðSSjZZÞ: (22)

Experiments were conducted in an office environments
(see Fig. 9b for test site map) to show the effectiveness
of the unsupervised training algorithm. As shown in
Fig. 4a, the step constant which maximizes the condi-
tional probability pðSSjZZÞ in (22) also minimizes the RMS
error of tracking, which demonstrates the effectiveness of
the proposed algorithm in estimating the step constants.
Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 4b, we also find that the
step constants are quite different not just for different

pedestrians, but also for the same pedestrian in different
environments as well, e.g., pedestrian D in an office envi-
ronment (D1) and in a museum environment (D2). It is
observed that the step constants of different people differ
significantly from each other and from a default value
which is derived from supervised off-line training. As
shown later in Section 7.3, these differences of step con-
stants have great impact on the tracking accuracy. Specif-
ically, the step constant learned online can improve the
RMS error of the indoor tracking by up to 30 percent
compared to tracking with a default step constant. There-
fore, unsupervised online learning of the step constant is
critical for high-accuracy indoor tracking based on step
length estimations.

6.2 Heading Parameter Learning

The heading parameter learning, or specifically the initial
heading bias (denoted with Dh) learning is much simpler
than the learning of step length parameters, by fusing gyro-
scope and magnetometer data. Gyro sensors have high
accuracy within a short time period while suffer signifi-
cantly from long-term bias because of thermo-mechanical
events. Magnetometers are the converse without long-term
drift but lack of short-term accuracy due to the soft or hard
iron effect. Therefore, the two types of sensors can compen-
sate each other to offer highly accurate heading estimations.

However, the initial heading can only be estimated from
the magnetometer and thus a large initial bias might be
introduced. To make things worse, we have no other infor-
mation from the map constraints before map matching algo-
rithm converges, e.g., at the beginning, to correct the initial
heading estimation. The initial heading is crucial because it
impacts on all heading estimations in the future. Therefore,
it is necessary to learn the initial heading bias as soon as
possible and use this learned value to improve the perfor-
mance of the CRFs-based tracking algorithm proposed in
Section 4.

The proposed approach to learning the initial heading
bias is to minimize the difference between headings esti-
mated from gyroscope and magnetometers. After the sys-
tem has worked for a period of time, we have both
magnetometer and gyroscope readings. Then the initial
heading bias can be easily learned by solving the following
optimization problem:

Dh� ¼ argmax
Dh

Xt0
t¼1

�
u
gyro
t � u

mag
t � Dh

�2
; (23)

Fig. 4. Experiments results showing (a) the effectiveness and (b) the necessity of the proposed unsupervised online learning. The data were col-
lected in the office environment from different people. Similar trajectories are used to learn the step constants shown in (b).
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where Dh is the heading bias at time t ¼ 0, t0 is the time the
pedestrian has walked before the bias estimation,2 ugyrot and

u
mag
t are the heading estimated from gyro sensors and mag-
netometers at time t, respectively.

The estimated initial heading bias is fed into the unscented
Kalman filter mentioned in Section 3.1 to make accurate
heading estimations.We have also conducted experiments in
the office test site to show the effectiveness of the initial head-
ing bias compensationmechanism. Starting from an arbitrary
location in the office test site, a pedestrian walked a trajectory
shown in Fig. 5a. Figs. 5b and 5c show the resulting heading
estimations and trajectories with heading derived from mag-
netometer only and gyroscope only, respectively. It is
observed that the trajectory is extremely noisy but immune
from long-term drift with only magnetometer data. In com-
parison, the trajectory with gyroscope data is very clean dur-
ing the experiment period but suffers significantly from the
initial heading bias. Besides, the accuracy of this trajectory is
also weakened by long-term drift near the end of the trajec-
tory. Fig. 5d shows the headings and trajectories after the ini-
tial heading bias has been learned. It is observed that after the
initial heading bias learning and correction, the accuracy of
the trajectory is greatly improved. It is later shown in Section
7.3 that the initial heading bias learning mechanism can not
only improve the tracking accuracy, but also greatly speed
up the convergence of the map matching algorithm even in
the absence ofWi-Fi data.

7 EVALUATION

Sites. To demonstrate the real world applicability of the track-
ing system, MapCraft is evaluated and compared against
competing approaches in three real-world settings, namely
an office building, a market, and a museum. All of these have
different floor plans as shown in Fig. 9 and methods of con-
struction which affect the obtained sensor data. The office
environment (65� 35m2, where themajority of the tests have
been conducted) is a multi-storey office building with a stone
and brick construction, reinforced with metal rebars - testing

was conducted on the fourth floor. The market (108� 53 m2)
consists of a number of small shops, laid out over a single
floor. Construction is brick andmortar, with a metal roof. The

museum (109� 89 m2) is a multi-storey stone building with

large, open spaces. Testing was conducted on the ground
floor. Overall, 500 trajectories of average length 200 m were
collected over 15 days. Error is expressed in [m] RMS.

Participants. The variations between different people are
taken into account by acquiring data from 20 people of dif-
ferent genders, heights, and ages. They may not appear in
all three sites, but each one of them has participated in the
experiments in at least two different sites. During the
experiments, the subjects hold the mobile phones in their
hands and then walk anywhere in the building without
planned routes, to realistically capture real pedestrian
motion, rather than artificial, constant speed trajectories.

Devices and implementation. Different types of mobile
phones and pads are involved in experiments, including LG
Nexus 4, Asus Nexus 7, Samsung Nexus S, Samsung Galaxy
S IV, Samsung Galaxy S III, Samsung I9100G Galaxy S II,
HTC Hero S and Huawei U8160. These mobile phones differ
greatly in terms of sensors, functionality and price. But one
thing in common is that they all run the Android operating
system no earlier than version 2.3.6. A snapshot of our
application prototype has been shown in Fig. 1.

Ground truth. To provide accurate ground truth, num-
bered labels were placed along corridors and within rooms
on a 3 m grid. Using the device’s camera, these were filmed
at the same time experiments were conducted. The time-
synchronized video streams were then mapped to locations
on the floorplan, and intermediate locations interpolated
using footstep timing, also obtained from the video.

Training. Fig. 8c shows the impact of training on the per-
formance of MapCraft. Training alters weights for the vari-
ous input features, away from the nominal case of weights 1
for all features (when the training iteration is 0). Several iter-
ations of training were run on a set of training trajectories
obtained from the office environment. The weights from
each training iteration were then applied to each of the three
data sets (trajectories from the office, museum, and market)
for cross validation. Note that the RMS error of the trajecto-
ries in the office environment, where training was per-
formed, is decreased with the number of training iterations,
but only slightly (up to 9 percent). The RMS error of market
and museum trajectories also do not vary much; it can even
slightly increase because the training is performed in a dif-
ferent environment than testing. This implies that training
is not critical to good performance and in practice, it can
be skipped. The remainder of experiments, which are

Fig. 5. Estimated trajectories and headings from a) ground truth, b) gyroscope, c) magnetometer, and d) initial heading bias compensation.

2. Empirically 30 � 90 seconds in our experiments.
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conducted with weights 1 for all features, show that Map-
Craft is accurate without requiring careful training to a par-
ticular environment.

Competing approaches.We compare MapCraft with several
state-of-the-art map matching algorithms. For readability,
their names reveal the underpinning Bayesian estimation
technique with references that point to source papers with
implementation details: 1) HMM [33]: This algorithm uses a
first order HMM, where states represent discrete positions,
with equal transition probabilities between neighboring
states (regardless of the vertex degree). Like VTrack [33], it
uses ground truth position estimates as observations (but
from RSS rather than GPS). It extends VTrack, by also
exploiting position estimates from the inertial trajectory as
observations; 2) HMM-IO [28]: This is an Input-Output first
order HMM; the difference from the first order HMM is that
inertial data is not used to generate observations at each
step, but to calculate the transition probability between con-
secutive states; 3) HMM2 [12]: In the second-order HMM,
states are path segments connecting two locations in the
map. Observations encompass both inertial displacement
vectors and RSS-based position estimates. Transition and
observation models are defined as in AutoWitness [12]; 4)
PF: This algorithm uses a particle filter implementation sim-
ilar to Zee [24]. Specifically, A total number of 2,000 par-
ticles are used. We also implement similar step counting
algorithm and exactly the same particle update as Eqns. (3)
and (4) in [24] with the stride length variation di uniformly
distributed within �30% of the estimated stride length and
heading perturbation bi � Nð0; 10	Þ.

7.1 Performance Comparison

Accuracy/Sensor Tradeoff. The goal of the first experiment,
which was conducted in the office site, is to explore the
tradeoff between sensor usage and position accuracy. Dif-
ferent sensors provide different accuracy in location or
heading estimations. For instance, gyro sensors help
improve heading estimates, esp. in the presence of magnetic
field distortions, as are typically encountered in indoor set-
tings. Wi-Fi scans provide helpful information about abso-
lute location. Fig. 6 shows three different regimes of map
matching with increasing levels of sensor usage: 1) acceler-
ometer and magnetometer only; 2) full inertial sensing:
accelerometer, magnetometer, and gyroscope (no Wi-Fi); 3)
full inertial sensing with periodic Wi-Fi RSS measurements.

Notice that MapCraft significantly outperforms competing
algorithms under all three regimes, typically resulting in
errors two to three-fold lower than the next best approach.

Specifically, Fig. 6a shows the error CDF with only accel-
erometer and magnetometer measurements, such as would
be used in a system aiming to consume minimal energy.
The lack of gyro readings makes the heading estimation
very inaccurate, especially in areas with high concentrations
of metal. As a consequence, the whole raw trajectory is very
noisy. These distorted trajectories greatly deteriorate the
performance of existing methods whilst our approach
remains robust to noisy sensors. One of the key reasons is
the use of feature f2 that handles heading error correlations.
Fig. 6b shows the error distributions with full inertial meas-
urements. The gyroscope provides more accurate heading
estimation over a short period of time. However, over time,
the accumulated error becomes excessively large. However,
due to the features in our system, the accumulated error is
gradually reduced in each step, which guarantees the accu-
racy of the heading estimation and yields accurate matching
results. Fig. 6c shows the error CDF with periodic Wi-Fi
measurements, taken every 16 seconds. These are used, in
conjunction with a radio fingerprint map, to provide abso-
lute position estimates. With these measurements, the
performance of HMM and PF improves significantly. How-
ever, the performance of MapCraft increases further still
with the combination of relative and absolute measure-
ments. This is because it captures more features of the meas-
urements across both time and space.

Generally speaking, different phone models involved in
our experiments only have slight impact on the tracking
accuracy (with a standard deviation of less than 0.2 m)
except the one without gyro sensors (Huawei U8160). The
reason lies in the fact that without gyro sensors the user’s
headings can only be estimated from earth’s magnetic field
which is significantly distorted in indoor environments. The
noisy raw trajectories from only accelerometer and magne-
tometer would degrade the performance of MapCraft, as
we can observe from Fig. 6.

The underlying reason for the superiority of MapCraft in
tracking accuracy is the ability to model displacements of
inertial trajectories without prior assumptions, as we have
discussed in Section 4. The first-order HMMmatches the loca-
tions rather than the displacements of the raw trajectory to
possible location sequences in the map, and thus its perfor-
mance can be easily degradedwith a very noisy raw trajectory

Fig. 6. Error CDFs for various map matching approaches with increasing number of sensors a) gyro-free and b) gyro-aided and c) wi-fi- and
gyro-aided.
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due to the increasingly accumulated location error from the
inertial measurements. We have to make prior assumptions
on the transition and observation probability distributions for
HMM and HMM2, which are only approximations of the real
world scenarios. In addition, the HMM category (HMM,
HMM2, andHMM-IO) all assume the independence of obser-
vations given the state but, in reality, different observations
are likely to be correlated, both spatially and temporally. As
explained in Section 4, a CRF makes no similar assumptions,
allowing us to capture these dependences and accurately
model the tracking process as it is. As a result, CRFs offer
superior performance, especially with tortuous trajectories
andwhen there is a need for long-term tracking.

The PF approach is sensitive to motion sensing errors,
especially the heading bias caused by magnetic disturbance
of metallic objects, which is ubiquitous in indoor environ-
ments. In our experiments, the magnetic disturbance from
one big metallic object usually lasts for 5 to 15 meters and can
be as large as 30 degrees, which is very likely to mislead all
particles into the wrong room, especially with very tortuous
trajectories generated in our experiments. Since the PF
approach only has local information about the region covered
by particles, if all particles enter a wrong room it is hard to
recover to the correct position. Furthermore, if the heading
bias comes at the beginning of the tracking process, it is diffi-
cult for the particle filter to converge without knowledge of
the user’s initial pose.

Execution time and memory use.Next, we investigate the cost
of MapCraft on a mobile phone (LG Nexus 4). We show that,
not only it is more accurate, but it also offers significant
computational and memory savings compared to existing
approaches. This makes it lightweight and practical to run on
resource-constrained mobile devices such as phones and
wearable sensors. For a highly responsive pedestrian tracking
application, the processing time for each step should be less
than 300 ms. Meanwhile, the memory each application can
use is quite limited inAndroid, e.g., less than 24MB for earlier
Android devices. Any algorithm with requirements exceed-
ing these limits is not suitable for real-time pedestrian track-
ing with existing hardware. Fig. 7 shows the execution time
and RAM usage of the various map matching algorithms.3

Time (ms) in Fig. 7a is estimated as the average time to process
a single step over the trajectories generated in the office site.
Approaches using Viterbi decoding (CRFs, HMM, HMM2)
have a worst case time complexity ofOðN2 T Þ, where N is the
number of vertices of the graph. In practice, different graphs
vary in terms of connectivity resulting in varying run time
costs. Note that MapCraft outperforms the other approaches,
with an execution time of 10 ms, whilst obtaining the lowest
RMS error.

The memory requirements of the various approaches are
shown in Fig. 7b. HMM2 in its current form cannot be
deployed on an Android device due to the very high RAM
usage of approximately 50 Mbyte. This is because it is based
on a second order HMM which leads to exponential mem-
ory usage with the number of states as the entire transition
matrix needs to be stored. HMM(Seitz) and PF are close to
the limits of an Android application. HMM(VTrack) and
MapCraft consume a similar amount of RAM (4 Mbytes),
but the RMSE of VTrack is considerably higher.

The MapCraft is lightweight in both running time and
memory usage because it neither stores transition or emis-
sion matrices (only several feature functions) nor performs
expensive matrix operations. The HMM category, especially
HMM2whose state space is much bigger, take more running
time and memory for processing transitions and emissions.
The running time and memory usage of HMM-IO are com-
parable to MapCraft when the number of features is small,
e.g., 2 or 3 in our experiments because the transition and
emission probabilities are computed in a real-timemanner.

The running time and memory usage of particle filter
largely depends on the number of particles. The major com-
putation cost comes from checking whether the position
update of each particle violates the map constraints. The
results shown in Fig. 7 are obtained with 2,000 particles.

Convergence distance. The proposed and competing algo-
rithms are designed for online tracking. However, in the
absence of Wi-Fi measurements and without knowledge of
the initial pose, they initially incur a convergence cost,
which we measure as the average minimum distance
needed for the algorithm to find the correct location within
an error of 3 m. Fig. 7c shows that for 97 percent of cases,
MapCraft converges within 50 m and the next best, HMM2,
within 60 m. The HMM (Seitz) and PF approach show con-
siderably worse performance, in some cases never converg-
ing. Even with a very large number of particles (100 k), the
PF approach fails to converge in many cases due to impov-
erishment. VTrack is unable to estimate the correct location,

Fig. 7. Comparisons of (a) execution time, (b) memory usage, and (c) convergence distances of the various map matching approaches.

3. The execution time and memory usage of MapCraft are first
tested in LG Nexus 4. All algorithms including MapCraft are imple-
mented and tested in Matlab. Then the execution time and memory
usage of other approaches are scaled relative to the values from the
MapCraft real tests.
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as it requires a good initial starting point estimation. Note
that when Wi-Fi-aiding is used, all algorithms converges
after 2-4 m.

7.2 Robustness

The next set of experiments is performed to examine the
robustness of MapCraft and its applicability to real world
scenarios. It must be emphasized that all these results are for
theWi-Fi-free case, i.e., the only input to the system is a floor
plan and IMU data. The results that we had with Wi-Fi were
even better, but we do not show them for space reasons.

Long-term tracking. First, we studied the repeatability of
accuracy results as we run MapCraft for long time periods,
resulting in inertial trajectories that are increasingly dis-
torted with respect to the true trajectory. Fig. 8a shows the
results of an experiment where the same route was followed
50 times in the office environment by different people with
different mobile phones and the resulting trajectories calcu-
lated. Note that although the raw inertial measurements are
significantly different each time, the map-matched trajecto-
ries are very similar. This shows that MapCraft is able to
accurately reconstruct the correct trajectory, in spite of

Fig. 9. Experiments in office (top), museum (middle), and market (bottom) site, showing raw, ground-truth, and matched trajectories.

Fig. 8. Robustness of MapCraft in long-running and multi-site scenarios.
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excessive and varying metal-induced distortions to the
heading estimation.

Multi-site performance. We then studied the robustness of
MapCraft in a variety of environments, namely an office
building, a museum and a supermarket. All of these have
different floor plans and methods of construction which
affect the obtained sensor data. The supermarket consists of
a number of small shops, laid out over a single floor. Con-
struction is mainly brick and mortar, with a metal roof. The
museum is a multi-storey stone building with large, open
spaces. Testing was conducted on the ground floor. The
office environment (where the majority of the tests have
been conducted) is a multi-storey office building with a
stone and brick construction, reinforced with metal
rebars—testing was conducted on the fourth floor.

Very complex and tortuous trajectories typically are the
weakness of inertial tracking systems, due to drift and the
absence of absolute anchor measurements. However, by
using the map matching approach, very accurate recon-
struction can be provided even when the user executes a
complex trajectory. This is shown in Fig. 9. The CDF of loca-
tion errors in the three environments are shown in Fig. 8b.

The room-level accuracy, defined as the percentage of
matched trajectories entering the correct room, and overall
97 percentile accuracy is shown in Table 1. The room level
accuracy is above 90 percent in all environments, which
demonstrates the applicability of our approach to tackling
real-world navigation problems. This compares well with
other approaches based on extensive and multimodal radio
fingerprinting [6].

The experiments in multiple environments have shown
that the more constrained floor plans could lead to more
accurate tracking performance, the reason being that the con-
straints of the environments are very informative of the loca-
tion in that environment. An extreme example is the open
space where no map constraints can be applied and hence
the tracking accuracy is the worst—the same as the raw tra-
jectories. In addition, we also found that the number ofWi-Fi
access points does not reallymatter in terms of tracking accu-
racy. In themuseumenvironmentwherewe could detect less
than 20 access points, we could achieve a higher accuracy
than in the office environment where signals from over 100
access pointswere collected. This is because theWi-Fi signals
are not sufficiently stable to significantly improve a tracking
systemwith RMS error less than 2meters.

7.3 Parameter Tuning

We also evaluate the performance of our parameter learning
algorithms. The office environment is the major test site

where participants with different heights, genders, ages,
etc. walk similar trajectories and then their RMS errors
are evaluated with and without the parameter learning
algorithm.

Fig. 10 shows the Wi-Fi-free tracking accuracy improve-
ment after the step constant learning, discussed in Section 6.
It is observed that the tracking error with a default step con-
stant can be almost twice as big as the tracking error with
the step constant from the learning algorithm (PedestrianC).

Wi-Fi-free experiments have also been conducted in the
office environment to test the performance of the proposed
initial heading bias learning algorithm. We have taken tra-
jectories with an average length of 100 meters starting from
1,000 different locations randomly selected from the office
environment. Then the RMS errors of these trajectories were
calculated with and without the initial heading bias learn-
ing. The RMS errors along with 15 and 85 percentiles are
shown in Fig. 11. It is observed that the initial heading bias
learning algorithm is proved to improve the RMS error of
the tracking by over 20 percent.

8 CONCLUSION

We demonstrated the merit of a novel map matching tech-
nique, based on the application of conditional random
fields. We have shown how it is robust, being able to oper-
ate with very noisy sensor data; lightweight, running in
under 10 ms on a smartphone; and accurate, achieving the
lowest RMS errors compared with other state-of-the-art
approaches. It does not require per-site training, which will
allow for easy and widespread adoption, as the only infor-
mation that is required to use our approach is a floorplan.
We have also demonstrated that the proposed unsupervised
parameter learning algorithms can significantly improve the
tracking accuracy and convergence performance.

In the future, our system has the potential to make
crowd-sourcing of Wi-Fi fingerprints practical, without
requiring time-consuming manual scans. This is because
MapCraft is able to establish a user’s position using only
dead-reckoned trajectories and a floorplan, without any

TABLE 1
RMS Error, 97 Percentile Accuracy and Room-Level

Accuracy of MapCraft in Three Sites

Site office museum market

RMS error (m) 1.69 1.14 1.83
97 percentile (m) 4.10 2.37 4.53
Number of rooms 20 15 29
Room entry-events 357 360 82
Room identification (%) 93.0 100 96.3 Fig. 10. Tracking accuracy (Wi-Fi-free) before and after the unsuper-

vised step constant learning, discussed in Section 6.

Fig. 11. The RMS error (Wi-Fi-free) with initial heading bias learning.
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external information such as a starting location or knowl-
edge of Wi-Fi access point locations. We believe that Map-
Craft has widespread application to a number of domains,
as this single approach can be used with a wide variety of
sensors and map information. One particularly relevant
area is estimating location online and in real-time in
resource-constrained body-worn sensors. In summary, we
have presented a system that addresses the very pressing
problem of providing accurate, low power, indoor tracking,
that is responsive, robust and scalable.
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